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Since 90's, along with the further expand of Chinese city; Shanghai has 
become the new topic of the literary criticism realm. In the aspects of work 
research that describe Shanghai, some critics try to do a critique from the 
macroscopic realm such as culture; some critics then incline toward the text 
appreciation; And others concern to the relationship of city culture and modern. 
But most of them focus on the woks that describe Shanghai from macro realm, 
lacking the meticulous analysis to the individual cases. 
This text tries to study Zhang Ailing and Wang Anyi’s novels, which 
describe Shanghai, investigate the image of Shanghai that the two writers 
construct in their novels. And it tries to analyze the similitude and difference of 
their Shanghai experiences personally and produce the reason of this condition. 
The text is divided into four parts. 
The first part is introduction. It points out that in the study of writers and 
works that describe Shanghai, some critics concern to the cultural discussion in 
city. But, many critics accustom to from the macro view investigate writers and 
their works. And the analysis of the individual cases is not very particular. Other 
critics over-emphasize in the text but lacking the detailed theories argument. 
These are all the problems that exist in contemporary study concerning with 
Shanghai work. 
The second part tries to point out Shanghai as a headspring with the meaning 
of the spirit home to Zhang Ailing; induces the characteristics of Shanghai for 















The third part is the analysis of CHANG HEN GE. Under the cultural 
background in citizenry, It tries to find out the relationship between shanghai 
alley and citizen culture, and point out that Shanghai is a citizenry city. It points 
out that daily life is the basis of Shanghai. Daily life is personalized but it’s also 
a kind of life style. It never changes with the times and it is a steady existence, 
and that is the meaning of Wang Anyi’s CHANG HEN GE.   
The forth part clarify what is real spirit of Shanghai. This shows that 
Shanghai city, as a kind of resources, gives contemporary writers elicitation. At 
the same time, as a kind of resources in literature composes, Shanghai deserves 
our inquiry. 
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